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BOOK DESIGN
Arthur Johnson, aulhor of the well-known Thames and Hudson Manual of Bookbinding has kindly supplied another
article for publicarion in this journal. Thanks must also be given to June McNicol, Hon Secretary of the Queensland
Guild for arranging with Arthur for the submission of articles. In this one Arthur provides some helpful hints on book
cover decora!ion.

fn answer to a request to write on book design I decided

! that an article is only an introduction to this wide and
Iintimidating subject. However the following may
suggest areas fbr personal study.

A binding is 'designed' in order to fulfil its purpose.
Strength and durability are first considered and the binding
style selected. This will determine the form of the
endpapers, sewing, boards, headbands, edge treatment and
materials. The 'decoration'on a cover, however attractive
and meaningful, adds nothing to the permanence of a
volume. Any artistic achievement is therefore worthless
except to justify an aesthetic impulse for ornamentation.
Sadly the skill of the forwarder is often undervalued and
the book judged on its appearance.

There is a difference in meaning between design and
decoration but for the convenience of this article the words
are synonymous.

Ornament is a matter of personal preference and is
acceptable if it pleases. However the execution of the decor-
ation must be exemplary in order for it to be successful.

Some binders read the book and assimilate its meaning
in order to create a design that captures the spirit of the
work. Others adopt a decorative formula without reference
to the contents. Both can be attractive and acceptable. There
are some who make a literal interpretation of a title. For
example, a craftsperson commissioned to bind The Seven
Pillars of Wisdom happily illustrated the cover with the
orders of architecture adding one or two invented columns
to complete the number. Another binder glued the covers
of Deserta Arabia and sprinkled them with sand. Many of
our contemporary and distinguished binders have never
attended an art school and for them decoration is often
intuitive. This attribute arises from supreme craft skills,
enthusiasm, knowledge and an instinct for artistic values.
Regretfully some art establishments do not teach basic
design and there is an assumption that if one can draw, one
can design. Artistic craft people are emotionally involved
with their work and therefore have the sensitivity to process
ideas into suitable designs. The aspects of designs are many
but here are a few for study.
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Illustrative: A character, place or incident associated with
the book is portrayed on the cover.

Decorative: Any unit or pattern that mayor may not be
associated with the book is arranged
symmetrically or asymmetrically.

Geometric: Straight and curved lines and shapes
assembled into pleasing and striking forms
similar in style to Art deco. They are simple
to achieve with the aid of drawing
instruments. They are appealing because of
their simplicity, order and discipline.

Abstract: Shapes, Iines and textures positioned either
intricately or in an uncomplicated fashion.
The assembly may be meaningless but has
an emotional impact on the senses especially
with the aid of colour. The abstract paintings
of Bracque, Kandinsky. Villon and Klee and
many others could well be reviewed.

Humorous: Decorated covers are often serious and cold
in concept. This mood is developed by
sombre colours and rigid shapes. This may
be eminently suited to the stories of Edgar
Allan Poe but it is a misconception that all
religious books must have black covers. The
macabre has a fascination in the realms of
art yet books are such personal objects that
a relief from intensity, grimness and the
grotesque is welcome. The humorous style
is not merely comic pictures but may
illustrate the humanity-and light heartedness
of life by whimsical forms and bright warm
colours.

Traditional: The beauty ofgold floral decoration for book
covers has been favoured by binders and lay
persons since its introduction in the sixteenth
century. The appeal is the brightness of the
metal on richly coloured leather. Ornate
patterns cut in brass hand tools have been
reproduced through the years and similar
ones are still available.

For instance a highly embellished binding of the
scventeenth century was copied by the bookbinding firm
of Zaehnsdorf two hundred years later whilst an almost
identical designed binding was presented to Winston
Churchill on his eightieth birthday. The frustration of floral
hand tools is that the patterns are conceived by tool cutters
and the only interest is their arrangement. The work of
master craftsmen such as Le Gascon, the Eve family,
Samuel Mearne and more recent Cobden Sanderson should
be admired. Innumerable fine work by hosts of known and

unknown artisans has left us with a legacy of supreme
craftsmanship. It is not only the decoration that appeals
but its superb execution. The style is restricted mostly to
trade houses where 'safe' ornamentation is acceptable by
the customer. Most designs, based on oriental carpets,
feature gold and blind rolls bordering the covers and infilled
with floral arrangements. Traditional patterns have much
of a sameness about them. Many find this tedious and prefer
the vitality of contemporary work. The decline of the
apprentice system resulted in fewer fine finishers although
many gifted amateurs are equally competent. Costs have a
great effect on the production of trade style bindings for
gold leaf and finishing tools are expensive.
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Lettering: The letters of a title are ideal as a concept
for design. The dignity and diversity of
letter forms offer many interesting
possibilities. For example the positive
forms can occupy the whole cover and are
balanced by the negative background to
achieve a double interest. The aesthetic
variations are a refreshing area for experi-
mentation with sculptured boards and
coloured inlays. The front and back covers,
with the spine, can be unified into a

fascinating whole.
Experimental: Discrimination is the deciding factor in the

adoption of non-binding items for a design.
The results can be spectacular but will fail
if the execution is poor. Materials should
not be degradable and neither should they
interfere with the working structure of the
binding.

It is an immense field for the creativc pcrson who can
combine imagination with expertise. The techniques such
as sculptured boards and moulded leather are straight-
tbrward and simple in execution. Suggested materials tbr
exploitation are coloured vellum, embroidery, exotic
papers, emery cloth, metal grids, mirror fbil, stained leather
and plastics - the list is endless.

It is impJied that conceptual design is instinctive but it
is possible to acquire a practical awareness through reason
and the study of the fundamental principles of design.
Research has to be supplemented by enthusiasm and
concentration. Two books are recommended. They areThe
Dynamics of Basic Design by Maurice De Sausmerez- a

difficult book to find and a recent publication from Thames
and Hudson entitled The Elements of Design by Loan Oei
and Cecile de Kegel. The Grammar of Ornamenr is inval-
uable as are books on lettering, graphics and the theory
o1-colour.

The problem of designing is to know where to begin.
There are the considerations, logic, emotion and discipline.
Logic establishes the suitability of the choscn design for
its subject and the method of applying the decoration. The
emotive is the personal response to thc subject. Sensations
and imagery arc experienced through environment and
culture and decoration is the result of these perceptions.
Discipline is the interpretation of ideas in concrete lbrm
by making rvorking drawings and colour schemes. In
support ofthis a sketchbook is necessary to record interest-
ing details.

Designs are freely available provided there is the
incentive and vision to explore them. A walk in the woods
is not just to see the trees but to observe the pattern of
shadows against the light. The texture of bark can be admired
and leaves can be sketched. Seasonal colours may be

appreciated as well as the development of flowers and fruit.
Lichens and fungi are fascinating and with imagination the

forces that cause the growth of stems and the spread of
roots can be sensed. Everything is worthy of examination
for there are birds, insects, parasites, canker, rain, sun, wind,
snow, fallen boughs and torn up roots. An artist craftsperson
will find it rewarding to sketch and wonder at the incredible
structure of microscopic sea creatures known as fora-
minifera, the formation of mineral crystals, the marvels of
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insect life and the analysis of flora. Emotions and reactions
such as these stimulate the imagination and the creative
urge that turns thoughts into visual images.

Geometric drawing is a mandatory study for the
discipline it imposes. Designing with the use of drawing
instruments is relatively simple. It is the principles of
geometry that will assist in drawing two curved lines
parallel with each other, help to form spheres and spirals,
bisect angles, draw a rhomboid and divide a line into an
cqual number of parts. This knowledge is essential when
planning out a dcsign.

The theory of colour is of paramount value as colour
sets the mood of a decoration. The colour circle determines
which colours are warm or cold and by juxtaposition hues
are either harmonious or discordant. Those with little
experience of art will benefit from an introduction to basic
design.

Following are examples for study. The artist exploits
encrgies of line, shape and textures to express emotions.
The simple dot is bursting with energies that can expand ,

contract and multiply to achieve an effect which can be
seen in Illustration A.
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Symbols are easily interpreted but only within our expe-
ricnccs Those in Illustration B are familiar and inlbrmative.

Lines indicate directions and express rhythms and
movement as seen in Illustration C.

Shapes introduce factors ofweight, balance and forces.
Placing a shape within another achieves a sense of balance
as depicted in Illustration D.

Textures explore sensations of sight and touch whether

to identify the incident from a classic story.
It is seen that many descriptions can be reduced to a few

symbols. Decoration is often a'shorthand' insight into the
character of a book. The following exercise may be attempt-
ed. Describe the meaning or perception of a chosen word
by an arrangement (design) of its letters without resorting
to a picture. Onomatopoeic words lend themselves well.
See the examples, 'tug of war' and'impact' in Illustration F.
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pleasant or not. The feel offine leather is delightful but the
cover can be a vehicle of pleasure or distaste by the employ-
ment of unusual and exotic materials. Examine Illustration E
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A wealth of imagery and infcrrmation can be assembled
by making up a scrap book. The cuttings gleaned from
ma_qazines should not include artists' work but photographs
of anvthing interesting. For example natural phenomena,
rellections in water, chance patterns from nature, lighting
eft'ects, birds' wings. Spiders' webs, machine parts, elec-
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tronic circuits, in fact any pictures that have the
for decoration. These should not be copied for
but used as incentives for original designing.

The techniques of applying decoration to a

diverse and skilled. Regretfully it is not within
of this article.
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BOOK ARTS ONLINE
The Guild of Book Workers New'sletter appears 6 times a

year. In it vou rvill find the latest in GBW news, reports
from the chapters, reports of conferences or meetings,
supplies being offered for sale, publication reviews, and an
extensive calendar of events.

http://patimpsest.stanford.edu/byory/gbw/
gbwnews.shtml

Date: T[re,3 Apr 2001 20:48:07-0400
From: Guild of Book Workers

<gbw@DREAMSCAPE.COM>
Subject: Now open at Ohio University: The Best of

the Best: A Traveling Exhibition of the
Guild of Book Workers

The Guild of Book Workers' new traveling exhibition, I/re
Be sr t-t.f rhe Best has just opened at Ohio University in Athens,
Ohio u here it rvill remain until June 15. The exhibit is on
displar in Alden Library.

S ee http://www.library.ohiou.edu/ for more
information.

With 33 participants from 18 states, this juried
exhibition presents 35 of the best works from the last part
of the century. The Guild of Book Workers began in 1906
with 42 members. Now there are eight regional chapters
and more than 1,000 members, including illuminators,
printers, binders, type designers, and book and bookplate
designers. Among the jurors are two Guild members,
Scott Kellar, binder/conservator; Audrey Niffennegger,
binder/artist; and Doro Boehme, keeper of the Joan Flash
Artist Book Collection at the School of the Art Institute
of Chicago.

The exhibition rvas organized by Barbara Lazarus Metz,
exhibition chair for the Guild of Book Workers. The jurors
selected a stunning array of work from traditional design-
bindings to artists' books in a variety of media. These
include bindings on published works, one-of-a-kind artist's
books, and examples using letterpress printing and
calligraphy. Various illustration techniques have been used,
including printmaking, lithography, etching, linocut, as well
as watercolor, photocopier collage, and inkjet prints. Among
the formats are the traditional codex, accordion books, and
some wildly unique structures. One of the primary goals of
the Guild, since its inception, has been to sponsor national
exhibitions of members' work. These shows vary from
multiple bindings of the same text, to a specific theme, or,
like The Best of the Best, a general overview. In recent years
the exhibitions have seldom focused solely on bindings
because the membership includes not only bookbinders, but
papermakers, calligraphers, printers, artists, marblers, and
conservators.

To accompany the exhibition, which is also online at
that Guild's Website

http://palimpsest.stanford.edu/byorg/gbw
We are pleased to offer a fully illustrated catalog. The

catalog is in postcard format and housed in a hinged
plexiglass case. Dimensions are approximatcly 4 x 6 inches
We are pleased to offer the catalog at the price of $20.00 +
$3.50 s/h for the first copy, $4.00 for 2, and $5.-50 for orders
of 3-5 copies. Orders for more than 6 copies will receive a

quote. Overseas shipping charges will be pro-rated.
Institutions may request open account billing. An online
tbrm can be found on the Guild's site along with instructions
for mailing in your order, if you so wish.
The exhibition can be seen online at:

http://palimpsest.stanford.edu/byorg/gbw

The Book Arts Web is a very superior site and a great place
to start online browsing.
Start at http://www.philobiblon.com/Iinks.htm and click
on anything that takes your fancy. Here are some topics:

ArtsNet; Book and Paper Arts for Kids: a bibliography;
Book Arts Organizations; Book Arts Centers & Edu-
cation; Individual/Bindery Pages; Bookbinding
Tutorials; Calligraphy; Letterpress/Fine Press; Print-
making; Decorated Paper; Papermaking; Related Sites
& Publications; Suppliers; Conservation Sites; Fine
Press/Book Dealers/Collecting; Copyright Resources.
If you want to Subscribe to the email list, go to

http : //palimpsest.stanford.edu/by form/
mailin glists/booka rts/

and scroll down to Listserv Instructions I Top.
There are often some really good discussions moving

along and all the emails are checked by Peter Vcrheyen
before being put on line.

Universiry, of ldaho Bookarts deal with Artists' Books
which are widely produced in the US.

http ://www.its.uidaho.edu/bookaft s/

You can also look al Arts of the Book Collection at Yale

University Library where you will find a page of useful
links to click on.

http://www.library.yale.edu/Internet/
bookarts.html

The Bookbinder's Toolbox was opened on 24 November
1996 and as the URL shows, it is a New Zealand site.

If you are a bookbinder with tools or equipment to buy,
sell or exchange, then you have come to the right place!

www.redmarkco.nzltool.htm
Adrienne Allen.
Oatley, NSW.
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THE RESTORATION OF THE CHICHESTER ANTIPHONAL
By Albert F Seth

Ron Abbey, a member of the NSW Guitd of Craft Bookbinders, came ecross this article published in 1952 in the

.lournal of the UK Antiquarian Booksellers Association, the date of the restoration of the Chichester Antiphonal. The

restoration was undcrtaken by the late Albert F Seth, a professional bookbinder and restorer in the UK. His essay,

published in its entirety herewith in Monocco BouNo, derives from the fact that he describes his work and technique

free of hauteun He was clearly, a very tidy old bookbinder given a job that today would flow on to a highly qualified
'archivist'.

|-I-HREE YEARS AGO (1949) I was invited to visit
I the Public Record Office at Kew, and was escorted

I through a labyrinth of passages to a temporary
building which houses the manuscript repair department.
There I was shown for the first time the fifteenth century
Spanish Antiphonal or service book from Chichester
Cathedral. Thcre are several of these large books in
existence. One is at thc British Museum, and a very fine
illuminated cxample was shown at the recent Mexican Art
Exhibition. The Chichester manuscript is not beautiful but
acquires a ccrtain nobility through the reed drawing of the
initial letters and the broad expanse of the musical annot-
ation in black and red.

The enormous book measures 29 inches in height and
22 inches in width, and bulks to a thickness of nearly 5

inches. The boards were of elm covered with a brown skin
rapidly falling away to dust. Strips of rusted metal bound
the edges of these boards, which were studded with broken
hand-wrought nails. As I lifted the front cover a large
fracture appeared in the timber from head to tail, and I
observed that the joint between the board and, first vellum
leaf was filled with old powdercd adhesive, mildew, and
scraps of broken vellum.

I was asked if I would like to attempt the repair of this
volume which appeared at first glance to be so badly dam-
aged as to defy any attempt at rcstoration. Immediately I
realised that here was a task which presented not only
interesting technical problems to the binder, but also
provided a unique opportunity tbr the study and complete

reconstmction of a fifteenth-century binding on a scale large
enough to be of considerable use to students and those
interested in the preservation of early books. I offered to
undertake the work, and mentioned that I could give
suggestions as to how this liturgical manuscript could be

protected from further deterioration, after I had carried out
a detailed study of each leaf.

Close examination revealed that the manuscript con-
sisted of a hundred vellum leaves, each one representing
an individual goat skin. Hair sides and flesh sides of the
skins had been carefully matched by the medieval scribes
when making up the folios. Of these hundred leaves, eighty-
sevcn required more or less major repairs. Five leaves,
including the opening vellum upon which is writtcn the
first lines of the Ie Deum, were so torn, crumpled, mis-
shapen by dampness and rot as to be almost unrecognisable
as leaves from a book. The boards were wormeaten in
places to dust and showed signs of the worms still active.
The book had been repaired in the late nineteenth century
by an account-book binder who had treated the Antiphonal
in much the same way as he would have dealt with a heavy
ledger. He had run hot thin glue into the back, not realising
that the stiffness of the vellum sections in the spine would
allow the glue to run down between the leaves of the
manuscript inside. (The removal of these festoons of glue
provided one of our most difficult and tedious operations.)
The spine was for the most part tiee of leather, exposing
broken threads, the mutilated backs of the sections, and
traces of canvas clothings provided by our Victorian
account-book binder. This, then, was the state of the book
which I described in my recommendations for rebinding
to the Dean and Chapter of Chichester Cathedral.

In the company of eminent booksellers, I am deeply
aware of the contribution made by my predecessors in the
noble cratt of bookbinding to the production of many
dcsirable 'Warcs of Trade'. But I have always been sobered
indeed by knowledge of the havoc wrought among the
world's literary treasures by the binders' desire for
virtuosity in 'Full Gilt Extra'. With these thoughts in mind
I was determined that every effort should be made to save
fragmcnts of the manuscript and to restore the leaves as

nearly as possible to original condition. The boards riddled
with worm I fblt should not be re-attached to the book
althou_qh the metal edged binding was worth preserving. I
do not believe in removing selected portions of old bindings
and superimposing them upon the new work. I feel that
where the boards cannot be replaced they should be pre-
served intact with the new binding. This course I suggested
should be pursued, particularly as the rusted metal flaked
away when any attempt was made to raise it from the edge
of the old boards.

The Chichester Antiphonal prior to commencement of
restoration.
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Examination of the Chichester Antiphonal giving an
indication of its large size.

The authorities at Chichester agreed to my various
proposals and I proceeded to 'pull' the book. I heavily
coated the spine with white flour paste. This softened the
canvas clothings and the broken glue so that little by little
with repeated applications of paste, the spine could be
cleared of old adhesive and the broken backs of the vellum
folios revealed. Much of the sewing was original. Where
repairs had been made pieces of rough thread had been
tied to the early cords by a series of loops and knots. Seven
double cords had been used in the original binding with
further double cords at the head and tail. These head and
tail cords had long since disappeared but the broken ends
of thread and brown stains on the vellum sections showed
quite clearly where these had been, and I decided that in
the rebinding I would re-sew the book in the medieval
fashion, lacing the ends of the head and tail cords into the
boards.

I proceeded to remove the boards and began to take
the book to pieces. One by one the vellums were lifted
away from what remained of the original cords and the
true extent of the work to be done was now painfully
apparent. In the original binding the vellums had been
overlapped to the extent of about three-quarters of an inch
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in the spine owing to the tact that each leaf consisted of the
centre portion of one goat skin. These ovcrlapped portions
were broken and each skin parted company from its f'ellow,
leaving a ragged discoloured edge. All the leaves were laid
tlat on tables as they were rcmoved, to absorb moisture
tiom the atmosphere. They were then placed between sheets
of blotting-paper interleaved with glazed boards and put
under light pressure in the standing press where they
remained, being examincd every two or thrcc days. After
about a month the leaves were fbund to be tlat, dry and
manageable. The work of repair and rebinding could now
begin.

At this stage I invited Mr Percival Yabsley, a colleague
at the Maidstone College of Art and well known as a cabinet
maker and designer, to join me in the work on thc
Antiphonal. I had already had an opinion from Mr Yabsley
on the state of the old boards betbre I recommended to the
Cathcdral authorities that new timber should bc provided,
and as he readily agreed to join me in the project, we met
to plan the reconstruction of the book. We decided upon
the design of the new binding, which was to be of natural
waxed English oak with a spine and leatherioints of white
alum tawed pig skin. Selected materials were to be used
throughout the book and manufacturers were to be infbrmed
of the nature of the use to which the leather, vellum, and
oak were to be put. The ready manner in which firms have
co-operated with us in providing materials of the highest
standard has been one of the most satisfactory aspects of
our work.

Representative pages of the Chichester Antiphonal
showing their condition before and after restoration.
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I was to go ahead with the repair of the vellum leaves,
and selected goat skins were chosen in order that colour
and texture could be matched as nearly as possible. This
matching of the vellum proved exceptionally difficult and
the result is a slight variation in tone in some cases. On a
number of the leaves repairs had been carried out at an

earlier date by oversewing te ars with stout thread, much of
which had now broken away. It was necessary therefore to
withdraw these broken threads. The merit of repairing
vellum in this manner seems doubtful whcre strain on the
material is going to take place, and I feel that the modem
method of adhesion with its close binding together of the
new and old skin is far superior.

The glue which had run into the book from the previous
repair to the spine now had to be removed. This glue gave
a good deal of trouble and it was not possible to remove its
stains altogether. I must admit that, whatever its other
shortcomings, it was somc of the stoutest glue that I have
ever found in an old binding. Each leaf was placed upon a

large table and pieces of blotting-paper were cut to the
shape of the patches of unwanted adhesive. Thcse were
dampcd and placed in position on the glue and kept charged
with water with a soft brush tbr somc hours. Slowly the
black sticky substance rvas removed, care being taken not
to disturb in any way the rulcd rcd lines or the black musical
notation of the manuscript. Aftcr drying under weight, the
rest of the leaf was clcaned by being gently rubbed with
white breadcrumbs.

In somc cases corners and sections of the backs of thc
leaves werc missing altogether, and the replacement of new
vellum was thc first part of the repair proper to be attemp-
ted. The broken edge of the manuscript is first carefully
shaved down with a sharp paring knit'e. It is placed over
thc new skin and an outlinc of the broken or missing arca
is traced with a thin bone fblder. The shape of the vcllum
to be replaced can now be cut out, allowance being made
for a slight overlap on to the pared edge of the original.
The new skin is shaved on those edgcs which will come
into contact with this pared edge, the objcct bcing to get a
perf'ect mcnd and a satisfactory surface tbr adhesion.
Various adhesives were tried but I finally dccidcd to use
that recommended by the British Museum which consists
of edible gelatine size and a weak solution of acctic acid. I
found this method slower than using whitc f'lour paste but
prclducing a much stronger repair. Both the edge of the
original and the edge of the vellum to be grafted on are
painted with the adhesive, the edges are placed together
and allowed to dry under an cven weight. I found that it
was a good plan to allow the repaired leaves to remain in
this state for some hours before being worked upon.

Attention had now to be paid to the smaller cracks and
tears. These were rcinforced with very thin almost
transparent pieces of calf vellum. Where thin skin of this
nature can be obtained I think it is preferable to the more
generally used forel. It now remained for the vellums to be
rejoined in the spine, preserving the original overlapping
in order that the correct alignment of the leaves at the fore-
edge would be maintained. Each pair of leaves was now
reinforced with a strip of toned Irish linen which not only
served to complete the repair of the spine but also provided
a strong foundation for the heavy twine to be used in the
new sewing.
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The work of the preparation of the hundred leaves into
sixteen sections of six and one section of four has extended

over a period of three years. Owing to my own teaching
and lecturing commitments it has only been possible tbr
me to work at intervals on the Antiphonal, but I feel that
restoration of this kind can only be successfully completed
if ample time is given to each operation. I roughly estimate
that some five hundred hours was spent on the repair of
the leaves.

The first opening of the book with its coloured figures
supporting an initial letter demanded special attention. In
this case the leaf, which was broken on all edges, was pared

all the way round and inlaid into a new goat skin which
could be trimmed to the size of the other leaves. New end
vellums which face the boards were trimmed and prepared
and leather joints which were finally to be attached to the
inside of the board were cut from special white Scottish
pigskin. Lined with stout linen and placed round the spine
ofthe end vellum and the first section, they would receive
double stitching and be able to stand the enormous strain
of the opening and closing of oak boards s/., of an inch
thick.

Three thicknesses of stout millboard were glued toget-
her to provide a pair cf temporary surfaces between which
the leaves could be handled. First and last sections complete
with leather jilints were removed and the rest of the sections
interleaved with glazed boards and given a further pressing
under light pressure in the standing press for a month. First
and last sections which had received a separate light
pressing owing to the need to preserve the grain in the
pigskin were now re-united with the rest of the manuscript,
placed between the temporary boards and held firm betwee n

lengths of timber with carpenter's cramps. The positions
of the nine double cords were marked upon the backs of
the sections and the book once more checked and collated.

The state of the original boards of the Chichester
Antiphonal showing the cracking.
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One is accustomed in modern hand binding to associate
headbands and tailbands with decorative silk details
reflected pleasantly in gilt edges. These have little strength
other than helping to support the leather head caps and tail
caps of the book, but in the medieval books the headbands
and tailbands were in fact cords set at the extremities of
the spine round which the thread or gut, with which the
book was sewn, passed before being caught up and drawn
into the next section. These cords on very thick volumes
provided reinforcement for the leather where it was needed
most and helped to prevent the sections sagging. I have
been amazed at the number of fifteenth-century books
which I have examined which have preserved their shape
for five hundred years supported I am sure by the crude
but stout treatment of the binding at the head and tail.

I decided that, on a book the size of the Antiphonal,
strength should be provided at the head and tail by four
cords, two being those that would lace into the boards, the
other two being set forward and cut offflush with the width
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of the book, and having their ends waxed to prevent any
fraying. This would provide double turns of the Northern
Irish twine at those points where the strain upon the leathcr
and cords on opening the book would be greatest.

Sewing is carried out in such a way that the thread or
twine completely encircles all cords on the spine. A temp-
orary sewing frame consisting of stout timber was rigged
to a table. The hemp cords were suspended from a bar
across the top of the frame and secured to a movable bar
beneath the level of the table top. By turning this lower bar
it was possible to tighten the cords and so make it possible
to draw the twine round them in a figure of eight fashion
without undue movement which might cause irregular
sewing. Kettle stitches or chain stitches which hold the
sections to each other were further strengthened by being
sewn over a long loop of the twine. Owing to the thickness
of cach section it was'necessary to sew a number of extra
turns round the four cords at the head and tail.

(To be continued).

SYDNEY 2OO2 ROYAL EASTER SHOW BOOKBINDING RESULTS

CLASS I72: CASED-IN BINDING CLASS I73: EXTRA LETTERPRESS/LIBRARY STYLE

Highly Commended Mrs Susy Braun
Highly Commended Mrs Carol Cantrell
* Exhibited in the Standards of Excellence.

CLASS 174: BOOK ARTS BINDING

First Prize *

Second
Third

First Prize
Second
Third

Mrs Melissa Hoare
Mr Rowley Corbett
Mr Nicholas Heath

Mr Dirk Heyink
Mrs Susy Braun
Ms Leon6 Lemmer

First Prize
Second
Third

Mrs Melissa Hoare
Mrs Susy Braun
Mr Waltcr Willis

Highly Commended Mrs Carol Cantrell
Highly Commended Mrs Melissa Hoare

Judge: David Newbold.

Photos : Rowlev C orbett.
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